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With names like blue morpho, red admiral, death’s-head hawkmoth, small

emperor moth, and comma, butterflies make up nature’s own team of

superheroes. Some can beat their wings over distances of more than 10,000

kilometers. Others can take on the appearance of an owl to scare off enemies.

Some can even become invisible. These cunning, shape-shifting Avengers of

nature are also blessed with incredible beauty. How do butterflies – these

insects reputed to be so fragile and ephemeral – deploy these super-powers?

What are the secrets of these superheroes of nature? They may seem

inoffensive, yet butterflies have conquered the world. They have even inspired

us humans to achieve the incredible with what nature offers us.

This series, the first ever dedicated to butterflies, takes us on a stunning

journey of discovery to explore of their unknown super-powers. You will never

look at butterflies the same way again!
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DIRECTOR‘S NOTE
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Butterflies have cast their hypnotic power over us for thousands of years.

Their beating wings inspire seduction and admiration. Mankind has always

been fascinated by the extraordinary diversity of their shapes and colors,

synonymous with the expression of beauty and fragility. And yet, behind this

camouflage lie some of the most formidable superheroes of nature.

Like all superheroes, their first power is to transform themselves. The butterfly

undergoes a fabulous metamorphosis. From a single sticky egg stuck to a leaf,

it becomes a frail, wrinkly caterpillar. From here, it then transforms into a

discreet chrysalis, from which subsequently emerges the beautiful, delicate

winged creature we are familiar with. So, it has a dual identity: The banal

caterpillar and the fantastic, winged creature. The butterfly is a Clark Kent of

nature.

Like all superheroes, it has extraordinary capacities in terms of speed,

endurance, and resistance. Anatomically, it is well equipped to confront much

stronger adversaries. The butterfly is a Batman of nature.

And as in a superhero movie, its survival is a race against time. Once

transformed, the butterfly is on borrowed time. It must deploy its super-

powers to live for as long as possible. The butterfly is an Iron Man of nature.

And like all superheroes, the butterfly also has a surprising humility. Just like

Spiderman, it weaves a philosophical web over us, inspiring us to do the

unbelievable with what nature gives us.
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Our documentary series “Butterflies: Superheroes of Nature” will draw

on the codes of comic strips to reveal the incredible powers of this

insect that is so admired and yet so misunderstood.

With almost 150,000 recorded species, the butterfly - Lepidoptera to

give it its scientific name – is the second most widely distributed insect

in the world.

They have conquered all continents, from the highest mountaintops to

the Antarctic. Their expansion into certain ecosystems shows how we

mistakenly view them as fragile and vulnerable. That is perhaps a sign

of another of their super-powers: Their capacity to fool us. It is indeed

their super-powers which have allowed them to survive for hundreds of

millions of years in a wide variety of climates in the face of predators of

all sizes. Contrary to popular belief, they do not simply flutter around.

Certain species cover the longest distances recorded for any insect.

Others feed on poisonous plants to dissuade predators from eating

them. Some can even become invisible or take on the appearance of

much bigger animals to intimidate their enemies. A symbol of love and

beauty for the Greeks and Romans, it is time in the age of Marvel to

bestow on the butterfly its full status as a superhero of nature.
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For the first time, our series will allow viewers to discover butterflies’

super-powers by filming them in a unique way using special cameras.

Each episode will be dedicated to one of these super-powers, which acts

as a guiding thread, all shot against the grandiose backdrop of the

ecosystems in which these butterflies thrive. We will take to the air

alongside red admirals, intrepid travelers that cross the Mediterranean

(episode 1). We will reveal the secrets of the amazing metamorphoses of

the tropical butterflies of Panama (episode 2). And we will get to know

some of the world’s hardiest lepidoptera in Scandinavia (episode 3).

In each episode, we will meet biologists, entomologists, collectors, and

butterfly enthusiasts who know exactly where to find these elusive insects,

sometimes even surprising them at dawn asleep on the flowers where

they spend the night. Thanks to new technologies, scientists can now

observe these insects like never before, revealing things that are invisible

to the naked eye such as their transformation within the chrysalis, their

wings beating in slow motion, and the way they adapt to changes in

temperature. Indeed, scientific research is now taking an interest in

butterflies’ powers as a source of inspiration for many technological

innovations.
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The message of the series: Mini-superheroes fighting for the great ecological cause

Unlike the mighty elephant or swift cheetah, the familiar stars of
wildlife documentaries, butterflies live alongside us, yet we do not
know them very well. We may vaguely admire their beauty, but rarely
look any further. Like all superheroes, they live among us incognito.

But if one takes a closer look using the latest progress in science, one
finds that butterflies share something else in common with
superheroes: Like them, they represent a hope for the future world in
the face of societal challenges.

If Batman is a model of justice against the challenges of Gotham City,
the butterfly is a model of ecology against the challenges facing our
planet.

By comparing butterflies to superheroes, this series takes a light
approach to invite the viewer to reappraise our rapport with the living
world. Firstly, by taking an interest in the animals that live around us,
beyond our preconceptions: Like the shy Peter Parker, the butterfly is
proof that the extraordinary can be hidden in what seems every day.
Then by reconsidering what we should take as a model; what deserves
our admiration.

Far from the flamboyant Hollywood hero, the humble butterfly
embodies more than any other animal a mentor to follow in the living
world. Its greatest super-power is no doubt its extraordinary capacity
to do a lot with a little. Despite weighing less than a gram, this insect
of a thousand faces has developed some incredible strategies to get
around, optimize energy, and adapt to its environment. Doing a lot
with a little is a philosophy at the heart of ecological concerns and
biomimicry, which seeks solutions inspired by millions of years of
natural evolution.

Since superheroes emerge stronger from each trail, so humanity must
bounce back stronger from the ecological crisis, starting with small
changes in our rapport with the living world, even the apparently
insignificant potentially leading to wider progress for the planet.

That could be called “the butterfly effect”.



When it feels attacked, the Amerila astreus fights back using two yellow glands, made up of a foam with pungent smell, 

and emitting a strong crackling sound. Enough to put the strongest attackers on the run!   
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.

The Calcarifea ordinata caterpillar’s venom is three times more painful than a wasp’s sting. 
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The Brimstone butterfly is capable to lower its temperature by using the 

sugar alcohol contained in its organism, allowing him to survive in 

freezing temperatures. 
© Pernel Media 2021



The Owl Butterflies’ wings imitate owl’s eyes to scare away threatening

animals.

On the other hand, the Hemeroplanes triptolemus borrows the 

appearance of a… snake! 
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TREATMENT
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Each film in the series will explore one of the butterfly’s super-powers. This

will be the central theme of the narration, each episode concentrating on a

particular species to illustrate the theme.

For each episode, we will set an initial challenge that the butterfly must face:

Traveling as far as possible (episode 1), transforming to avoid predators

(episode 2), adapting to extremes (episode 3).

As the butterfly succeeds in accomplishing the challenge, the narration will

bring in scientific explanations to reveal the secrets of its super-powers. This

investigation will thereby be progressive, and each will come to a surprising

conclusion. The aim is to highlight advances in scientific research, both in the

laboratory but also in the field. We will give plenty of screen time to this

science in action.

To enrich the exploration of the super-power in question, we will sometimes

introduce other species possessing the same capacities. Each of these new

species will first appear on screen through a transformation sequence as a

point of entry into our narrative. For each, we will film this using the same

technique.

A caterpillar – which nothing suggests will go on to become a butterfly – builds

its cocoon; the chrysalid turns into an imago; and the newly-emerged butterfly

deploys its super-power. This sequence sets out to avoid simply cataloguing

the steps. Each new species introduced will bring some fresh understanding to

the overall narrative.

In terms of form, we will go to great pains to evoke the comic strip universe of

superheroes. The opening credits for the series will feature some emblematic

butterflies with graphics that recall the codes of pop culture. This will then be

pursued in the graphic presentation of each film, for example to introduce the

key stages in a butterfly’s super-power, a comic strip page using animated

images will describe the actions that follow. This comic strip teaser effect will

enable the film to be broken down into chapters. By zooming into one of the

images, the drawing will come to life and become live-action footage, allowing

us to continue following the odyssey of our butterfly. We will also use sound to

bring our subject’s super-powers to life. From the beating of its wings to

sucking through its proboscis or unfurling its antennae, all these sounds are

usually inaccessible to our ear, but when amplified will add another dimension

to our superheroes. On odd occasions, we will bring in sounds from the

universe of on-screen superheroes, like those from the series “The Six Million

Dollar Man” or “The Bionic Woman”. As for the voiceover, for the French and

German versions we could use actors whose voices are familiar for dubbing

superheroes in their respective countries.
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Our series will also offer an opportunity to discover some spectacular settings,

from the tropical forests of Central America to the mountains of Scandinavia,

and from the shores of the Mediterranean to the Sahara Desert. The butterfly

is an incredible voyager, capable of transporting the viewer from one

landscape to another on its flight. We have chosen “Covid-compatible”

destinations to ensure we can film butterflies in their natural habitat. We have

also obtained permission from several of the major hothouses in France,

notably the Naturospace in Normandy, La Serre des Papillons in Les Yvelines,

and the butterfly farms of Jean-Pierre Vesco in the Vaucluse. These spaces will

allow us to film butterflies close-up as well as in their natural environment,

and to follow the various stages of their transformation. This combination of

natural milieu and hothouses will enable us to cover the full lifespan of the

butterfly and to explore its super-powers.

We will use filming techniques specially adapted to this fleeting and elusive

species. The slow-motion capture of the C300 Mark 2 will allow us to analyze

each movement of the butterfly at 100 images per second, revealing what is

imperceptible to the naked eye. Drones and tethered balloons mean we can

join butterflies on their great migratory journeys. We can also draw on the

latest techniques developed by researchers, notably a camera that for the first

time enables us to film the inside of a cocoon and observe the transformation

of a caterpillar, along with thermodynamic cameras developed by the

universities of Harvard and Columbia to reveal the thermal properties of

butterfly wings.

We will also get down to the butterfly’s perspective to hear the beating of its

wings and see how it deploys its super-powers, providing an immersive

experience with these superheroes of nature in the course of three episodes in

the series.
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Episode 2

The Super Transformers

Episode 3

The Super resilient

Episode 1

The Super Voyagers



EPISODE 1 : THE SUPER-VOYAGERS
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To most people, butterflies seem to lead a dull existence,

going from flower to flower, in a bucolic, insignificant

manner. And yet, these winged insects can cover

thousands of kilometers in the fulfilment of their mission

to ensure the survival of their species. How do they

accomplish such a feat when they only live for a few

weeks? French researcher Marianne Elias set out to

solve the secret of the red admiral, a species she

suspected had unrivaled capacity for traveling.

Combining speed, endurance, agility, and a sense of

direction, the red admiral shows impressive powers on

its travels. Accompanied by a team of passionate

scientists, Marianne Elias, just like Lois Lane, will

discover the super-power of these “Clark Kents” of

nature: Super-voyaging.
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THE RED ADMIRAL, THE MR SPOCK OF BUTTERFLIES

One of the first super-powers of these super-voyagers is activated well before the

start of the heroic odyssey which will take it from the forests of France to southern

Egypt, via Catalonia, the Straits of Gibraltar, and the north coast of Africa.

It is in the forest of Fontainebleau, a few miles south of Paris, where the magic

begins. In this setting worthy of a science fiction story, caterpillars trigger their

power of metamorphosis and start the great transformation of their organism

which will take them from chrysalid to butterfly, becoming one of nature’s super-

voyagers.
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SUPER WINGS

It’s time for the great departure. Driven by the dwindling availability of food and

the threat of parasites, the red admiral heads out on its spectacular migration

south.

Some 800km farther south near Montpellier, two Swedish scientists, Per

Henningson and Christoffer Johansson, will help us to understand one of the super-

powers which allows the red admiral to cover such long distances so quickly: Its

super-wings. The overlaying of its scales, its rounded shape, and its complex way

of working could explain the red admiral’s exceptional ability to travel. But these

anatomical factors are not enough on their own; long-distance travel also requires

a form of intelligence.
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USING THE WINDS

We catch up with the red admirals in Catalonia, in the Aiguamolls natural park.

Having covered some 1,200km in six days, a crucial stage in the migration of the

super-voyagers takes place in these salt marshes: Reproduction.

Researchers Constantin Steanescu and Myles Mens tell us about their discoveries

concerning the red admirals’ knowledge and use of winds, first to move around,

but also to control their territory.

With the aid of the latest technology, the red admiral reveals its surprising

intelligence. Its understanding of air currents allows it to optimize its flight, using

favorable winds to fly at an average of 54kph, sometimes touching speeds of

90kph. But it still has to find the right direction.
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A SUPER COMPASS

Our next stop is the Straits of Gibraltar, where powerful maritime winds can

blow most flying species off course. It is here that the red admiral reveals to

us another of its astonishing powers. According to biologist Jason Chapman,

this super-voyager possesses an amazing internal compass capable of steering

it through buffeting winds. This guidance system is thought to depend on a

photo-receptive protein that responds to the sun and enables it to detect the

Earth’s magnetic field, thereby navigating correctly. But this extraordinary

ability seems to fade in the absence of sun, throwing red admirals off course

and proving that, like all superheroes, these butterflies are not infallible.
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WHEN ONE BUTTERFLY DOES MAKE A SPRING

Fifteen days and 3,000 kilometers later, and we find the red admirals gathering

their strength in the shade of the oases surrounding Tunis. Like all butterflies,

the red admiral dons a new superhero costume to transform into a super-

pollinator. Like bees, the butterfly plays an essential role in the dispersion of

pollen and therefore in the reproduction of plants and their growth.

As it prepares to leave on the last leg of its journey to southern Egypt, a question

is raised: How can the red admiral arrive at its destination when its lifespan is

limited to less than a month? Facing several additional weeks on the wing, the

red admiral should have died long before the end of the journey.
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SUPER TRANSMISSION

Is there such a thing as life after death for red admirals? Is their ultimate

super-power that of resurrection? Not quite. In an Egyptian oasis, the final

destination of these super-voyagers’ odyssey, German scientist Myles Mens

tries to throw fresh light on this mystery.

By studying the chemical footprint of red admirals, Myles Mens has

discovered a unique property: The power of transmission. The red admiral

does not come back to life, but passes on a genetic code allowing its

progeny to complete this migration. This is combined with another secret

weapon; super-fertility. Red admirals are, then, capable of passing on their

mission and completing their migratory journey over several generations.
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THE FUTURE SUPERHEROES OF CLIMATE CHANGE

Marianne Elias is sure of one thing: Red admirals are butterflies for the future.

“While many sedentary butterfly species are in decline due to climate change,

migratory butterflies, through adaptations in their behavior, have the ability to

move around to find a suitable environment for their needs according to the

seasons.“

The Lois Lane of the butterfly and her colleagues have well and truly exposed

this super-flying Clark Kent.



EPISODE 2 : THE SUPER-Transformers 
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For most people, the butterfly exhibits its natural beauty quite

innocently. For thousands of years, these creatures have both

hypnotized and fooled us. Because this beauty can be fatal. Behind its

sublime appearance, the butterfly hides a formidable super-power:

That of being a super-shapeshifter, able to transform itself. By

changing from a caterpillar into a butterfly to take on the challenges

of nature, or by camouflaging itself to evade predators, how do

butterflies manage to modify their physical appearance, and to what

end?

This episode explores the techniques butterflies use to confront their

many predators: Dissuasion, camouflage, even invisibility. Among the

butterflies that best master the art of transformation is the genus

heliconius, tropical butterflies that thrive in the forests of Panama.

Rémi Mauxion, a young field entomologist, set out to understand how

these super-shapeshifters operate.
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THE SUPER SHAPESHIFTER

In Panama’s Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute is one of the world’s most

renowned field research stations. There, Rémi shows us around the butterfly house,

after we follow him on one of his daily tropical expeditions.

He shows us the laboratory where hundreds of caterpillars of various species are kept

in glass compartments. Here, under the microscope, scientists can observe one of the

most fascinating super-powers of the butterfly, and the animal kingdom in general:

Metamorphosis.

But even before becoming a butterfly, the caterpillar exhibits some remarkable

characteristics that ensure its survival until the critical moment of this super-

transformation. This amazing ability will allow the future butterfly to deploy its super-

powers.
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TRANSFORMING TO KILL

Geneticist Owen McMillan from the Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute has,

for the past few years, been studying a particularly intriguing species:

Heliconius. But these magnificent red-and-black butterflies, which are present

across this whole part of Central America, turn out to be fearsome tropical serial

killers.

Its victims can be found in the rain forests of the Cordillera de Talamanca. Yet

strangely, they exhibit no sign of injury or bitemark on their body; indeed, that

is how they can be identified. The solution to their demise lies with the

heliconius that flutter over the animals’ bodies, and more precisely in their

brightly-colored wings.

The wings of the heliconius contain the toxin cyanide, making it deadly

poisonous for potential predators eyeing it up for a meal. This toxic shield

provides protection because the wiser predators know to steer clear. The

heliconius is not the only butterfly that possesses a unique defense strategy.

Other butterflies use another super-power, the emission of ultrasound to

scramble bats’ echolocation system.
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IMITATION FOR DISSUASION

Not all butterfly species are lucky enough to possess these super-powers and must

look to another strategy: Imitation.

In the forests of Panama, some marvelous mimics survive by adopting the same

physical appearance as their toxic cousins. This ingenious strategy is called Batesian

mimicry. A second type of mimicry exists, called Müllerian. In this case, two noxious

species with a similar appearance co-exist, which reaffirms their undesirability to

predators, thereby mutually protecting each other.

Other species go so far as to pass themselves off as a predator, like the genus caligo,

which imitates its main predator, the owl, thanks to large eyespots on its wings.
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SUPER CAMOUFLAGE

Professor Annette Aiello of the Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute explains a

fascinating facet of these super-shapeshifters: The art of camouflage. Two

strategies exist to deploy this power.

The first consists of blending into the environment by mimicking one of its

features. This technique is used from the stage of chrysalid, which may resemble

a dead leaf, for example, to avoid the interest of predators.

The second technique is even more surprising, and consists of becoming invisible

in the environment. The perfect example of this power is the greta oro, whose

wings are largely transparent, but which also have anti-reflective properties

allowing it to remain unseen by potential predators.

SUPER TRANSFOMERS, KING OF BIO INSPIRATION

Science has revealed some of the secrets of these super-transformers, and

could also draw inspiration from them to imagine the technologies of

tomorrow. The transparent structure of the greta oro’s wings has already

helped to develop ocular implants to treat glaucoma and has also led to new

anti-reflection screens.

But the great lesson given by these super-shapeshifters is an ecological one.

They demonstrate that by observing nature and using what it offers us, we

are able to acquire super-powers without having to resort to the high-tech

gadgets used by Batman or the R&D specialists of Silicon Valley.



EPISODE 3 : THE SUPER-RESILIENT
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To most people, butterflies are fragile insects, none of which could

survive extremes of temperature. And yet, over the course of

evolution, butterflies have colonized almost all continents, even the

most northerly zones, where one might think the cold would prove

fatal for them. Scandinavian scientists Carl Gotthard from the

University of Stockholm and Pasi Sihvonen from the University of

Helsinki are trying to understand how two key species in northern

Europe, the speckled wood and the geometer moth, manage to

survive in harsh climates. The extremes of cold and heat, the water,

the ice – they seem able to take all these challenges in a wingbeat. It

must be said, the butterfly is an unrivaled strategist, capable of

incredible sacrifices to be super-resilient.
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HIBERNATOR

On Gotland, Sweden’s largest island, Carl Gotthard has set up camp with a team of

researchers. Their aim is to understand the extraordinary powers of the speckled wood, a

butterfly capable of suspending time by putting its body on hold, along with the

development of its eggs and larvae. This phenomenon, known as diapause, makes the

speckled wood a formidable hibernator capable adjusting its entry and emergence from

hibernation according to the climatic parameters, thanks to an internal “super-calendar”.

This gift of controlling time allows the speckled wood of Scandinavia to live much longer

than its cousins farther south, despite them enjoying more clement conditions. It

sometimes remains as a chrysalid for several years. The great peacock moth holds the

record for this technique, remaining in this form for nearly eight years.
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SUPER ADAPTATION TO CLIMATE

Not only can butterflies control time, but they also know how to play with

temperature. In spring, in the forests near Stockholm, Carl Gotthard is studying

this amazing attribute. The subject of his research, the large white, is a butterfly

that regulates its exposure to natural light through the position of its wings. By

putting them in a V, it channels the solar energy to its thorax, which allows it to

warm up and regulate its own temperature.

The opposite can be observed in black or dark-colored butterflies, which manage

to avoid overheating by this same method.

In France, Serge Berthier, a researcher in nanoscience, is trying to apply this

butterfly super-power to use in photonics, notably the design of solar panels,

which by absorbing the sun’s energy, risk overheating.
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WATERPROOFING AND ANTI FREEZE

In the hothouse adjoining his laboratory, Serge Berthier shows us the latest

discoveries of the powers of resistance of certain species. The greta oro is

among them. Thanks to the spiny nanostructure of its wings, this butterfly is

totally protected against water. This waterproof structure even has self-

cleaning properties, which has inspired windshield design in the automobile

industry.

Meanwhile, the brimstone butterfly has its own defense system against

frost. Even after a long period of exposure to freezing temperatures, the

brimstone can come back to life in an instant thanks to hemolymph, a kind

of anti-freeze serum produced by its body.

To withstand the cold, some species have made a much more radical

choice, close to heroism.

SUPER SACRIFICE TO ENSURE SURVIVALE OF THE SPECIES

In a Finnish forest, Pasi Sihvonen, director of Helsinki’s Natural History Museum, is on

the trail of the geometer moth, an astonishing winter lepidotera.

Only the male geometer moth has wings, the females moving around on legs. For the

past 10 years, Pasi Sihvonen has been trying to solve the mystery of this wingless

insect, and he has come up with a hypothesis.

In the face of the cold, the females are thought have evolved to lose their wings to

ensure the survival of the species so they can dedicate all their energy to reproduction.

Through this sacrifice, they have given up flying to assure the continuity of their

species.

This spirit of sacrifice is perhaps the most admirable of all butterfly super-powers.
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FILMING LOCATIONS

• Normandy
o Naturospace

• Yvelines
o La Serre aux Papillons

• Vaucluse
o Jean-Pierre Vesco’s butterfly farm

• Forest of Fontainebleau

• Montpellier Region

• Paris
o University of Jussieu

• Catalonia
o Aiguamolls Natural Park

• Strait of Gibraltar

• Tunisia
o Tunis

• Southern Egypt

• Panama
o Smithsonian Tropical 

Research Institute
o Lagune de San Carlos
o Cordillera de Talamanca

• Sweden
o Gotland Island
o Forests near Stockholm
o University of Stockholm

• Finland
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CONTRIBUTORS

Marianne Elias 

➢ French 
➢ Entomologist at the Natural History Museum of Paris
➢ Study of Red Admirals and their travelling capacity

Per Henningsson

➢ Swedish
➢ Researcher in Evolutive Ecology
➢ Study of the behavior of flying animals

Cristoffer Johansson

➢ Swedish
➢ Researcher in Evolutive Ecology
➢ Specialist in Vertebrate Flight

Constanti stefanescu

➢ Spanish
➢ Researcher attached to the Natural History Museum 

of Granollers 
➢ Study of painted lady and red admiral butterflies

Myles Menz

➢ German
➢ Entomologist at the Max Planck Institute
➢ Specialist in Insect migration

Jason Chapman

➢ British
➢ Biologist at the University of Exeter
➢ Study of the localization and orientation abilities of 

Red Admiral
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CONTRIBUTORS

Steven Reppert

➢ American
➢ Researcher at University of Massachussetts
➢ Study of the cryptocrome function (photoreceptive

proteine)

Remi Mauxion

➢ French 
➢ Entomologist at the Smithsonian Tropical Research

Institute, Panama
➢ Specialist in breeding tropical butterflies

Owen McMillan

➢ American
➢ Geneticist at the STRI, Panama
➢ Study of the evolutive genetics of heliconius

Annette Aiello

➢ American
➢ Biologist at the Smithsonian Tropical Research

Institute, Panama
➢ Study of butterly camouflage and defense

mechanisms

Carl Gotthard

➢ Swedish
➢ Researcher at the University of Stockholm
➢ Study of the speckled wood and its resistance to 

climate conditions

Serge Berthier

➢ French
➢ Researcher in nanoscience at the University of 

Jussieu
➢ Study of the anatomical structure of butterflies and 

the development of phonotics

Pasi Sihvonen

➢ Finnish
➢ Director of the Helsinki Natural History Museum 
➢ Study of the évolutive genetics of geometer moths
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Selected Filmography

• « The hydrogen revolution: the end of oil » - Arte/ 26 minutes (2005)
• « Heroes of Nature » - France 2- 90 min/ Vu du Ciell Editorial Director (2008)
• « The end of oil » - France 2- 90 min/ Vu du Ciell Editorial Director (2009)
• « I walked on Earth… in Indonesia » - France 2 – 52 minutes/ Grandeurs Nature (2010)
• « I walked on Earth… in Peru » - France 2 – 52 minutes/ Grandeurs Nature (2010)
• « I walked on Earth… in Uganda » - France 2 – 52 minutes/ Grandeurs Nature (2011)
• « They are going to save Venice » - France 3/ Thalassa - 110 minutes (2013)
• « Pacific Odyssey » - Planète Thalassa -2x52min (2013)
• « Mega Earthquake: portrait of the future « big one »» - France 5/ NHK - 85 minutes (2013)
• « HUMAN »  from Yann Arthus Bertrand/ Director of the Peru part (2014)
• « The Beauties & the Beasts » - France 2- 52 minutes/ Grandeurs Nature (2015)
• « Births at the Zoo » - M6- 90 minutes/ Zone Interdite (2016)
• « Tasmania: saving the last of the giants » - Arte-43 min (2016)/ « Buffon Award » at 

Pariscience Festival.
• « Endangered Species» - M6- 90 minutes/ Zone Interdite (2017)
• « The Road Passes» - France 5 - 52 minutes (2017)
• « On the trail of the snow leopard » - Arte – 52 minutes (2018)/ Namur Festival Award
• « For dog’s sake» - France 2 – 52 minutes/ Grandeurs Nature (2018)
• « A world of colours – Japan » - Voyage- 4x52 min (2019)
• « Who is afraid of the Great Hamster » - France 5 – 52 min (2020)
• « Oasis, sentinels of the desert »- Arte- 52 min (2020)
• « Norwegian Fjords: Secret history of landscapes » - Arte – 52 min (in progress/ 2021)
• « Becoming builders » France 5- 4x26min (in progress/ 2021)


